Success Story Aerospace

Facts & Figures
Challenge
Production of an injection head
for rocket engines with as few
components as possible and
lower unit costs.
Solution
An additively manufactured
product that comprises a single
element instead of 248 individual
parts thanks to functional
integration.
Results
•	Simplified: One component
instead of 248
•	Cost-efficient:
50 % lower costs

Thanks to EOS technology, ArianeGroup has succeeded in manufacturing the injector head of a future upper
stage propulsion module with an all-in-one design (AiO). (Source: ArianeGroup)

•	Fast: Significant reduction
in production time

Future Ariane propulsion module:
Simplified by additive manufacturing

Components cut from 248 to 1 with EOS Technology

„Mission Critical“ perfectly describes the Class 1 components used in the aerospace industry.
Brief Profile
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